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July 16th – 19th, 2020

Important Information for Vendors
1. Due to the cost of Hydro and multiple electrical outlets you are limited to three plug-Ins per vendor. You are
responsible for your own extension cords; Extension cords must be 12 or 14 gauge.
2. Campers, motorhomes, trailers, etc, cannot be plugged in during the day, this will help to alleviate the demand on
power poles. Please speak with the manager if this is a problem.
3. Dogs are not allowed on site unless previously approved by the Quesnel Downtown Association.
4. Please do not take it upon yourself to move your spot as time and knowledge has been spent on the requirements
that each vendor needs:
*Space size requested.
*Power that is available at certain sites.
*Slope of ground for product being sold.
*variety of product spread out.

Damage Deposit Regulation
1. Damage deposits will be returned by mail the week after Gold Dust Mall.
2. If you cancel your vendor booth participation in less than 2 weeks before the Gold Dust Mall opens, your Booth and
Damage Deposit Fees will not be returned.
2. If you chose to shut down your booth prior to 6:00pm and/or leave the Gold Dust Mall site prior to 4:00pm on
Sunday, you will lose your deposit.
3. Please leave your booth spot free of garbage, as this will ensure that your damage deposit will be returned in full. You
must take all your garbage and recycling to the garbage and recycling bins provided.
4. Unacceptable behaviour will not be tolerated. If you cause a disturbance and are asked to leave the Gold Dust Mall
site for any reason, booth fee and damage deposit will not be returned.
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